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1. As I reflect on the lesson, to what extent were the students productively engaged? 

The students were overly excited when they learned they would be learning about 

dinosaurs. I had to have them stand up and do small dinosaur noises and movements to 

try and get them back focused. 

2. To what extent did the students learn what I intended? We're my instructional 

objectives met? They were met by giving me their exit slip out the door for the day. My 

instructional directions were met by most of the class, some students didn't listen and 

has to ask questions to which I wouldn't answer. Instead I had a classmate repeat it for 

them. 

3. To what extent did I alter my objectives or instructional plan as I taught ? Why?  I 

did not alter my objectives because I has material that went right along with it. I did alter 

my instructional plan because some students needed more instruction that day. They 

were a bit chatty and couldn't seem to follow sometimes.  

4. To what extent did I practice effective classroom management strategies? What 

issues do I need to address when I teach again? I told them very quietly that they 

needed to listen because I would only explain it once. Most caught the drift while one 

student or two didn't seem to follow. I need to make sure that I have my scope over 

every single student, not just ones I think may not be on task. 



5. To what extent did I provide closure to the lesson? I provided great closure for this 

lesson. I used an exit slip in which the students had to answer a question and then 

explain it. 

6. If I had the opportunity to teach this lesson again to the same group of students, 

what would I do differently ? Why? I might have the students participate in an activity 

that would get them up and active. They seemed to get antsy while listening. 


